TACKLING SPEEDING IN SUFFOLK
a joint enforcement and education strategy

Police & Safecam Teams
Suffolk Police carry out enforcement where there is an evidence of collision history or a substantiated complaint about speeding.

Police Officers issued speeding tickets

Speed Awareness Course
19,867 clients attended speed awareness courses. Course runs in Ipswich, BSE and Lowestoft, 6 days a week.

Suffolk Police enforce where there is an evidence of collision history or a substantiated complaint about speeding.

Traffic Offences in Suffolk 39,463

Fixed Camera Sites: A140 Coddenham, A12 Benhall.

AV Speed Sites: A14 Orwell Bridge, A12 (East Bergholt - Stratford St Mary).

Speed Indicator Device (SID)
SIDs display the actual vehicle speed. There are now over 200 Parish Councils that have joined the SID schemes. Parish/Town Councils can purchase their own SID with volunteers moving it.

Temporary Vehicle Activated Sign (TVAS)
Temporary VAS (TVAS) display the posted speed limit. Suffolk Highways move devices to 100+ sites.

Police Community Speedwatch (CSW)
4 Community Enforcement Officers. 10,319 Offences. 50 active Community Speedwatch schemes at 118 sites.

Clients

Parish Councils that have joined the SID schemes. There are now over 200 Parish/Town Councils that have joined the SID schemes. Parish/Town Councils can purchase their own SID with volunteers moving it.

Suffolk Roadsafe
Cutting Casualties

To find out more about our strategy and how you can help visit “speed prevention in communities” section at www.suffolkroadsafe.com

50 active Community Speedwatch schemes at 118 sites.

CSW schemes inform drivers that excessive speed is socially unacceptable while addressing concerns from residents.

Community Enforcement Officers
10,458 Offences

Mobile vans

Temporary VAS (TVAS) display the posted speed limit. Suffolk Highways move devices to 100+ sites.

Parish/Town Councils can purchase their own SID with volunteers moving it.

Parish Councils that have joined the SID schemes. There are now over 200 Parish/Town Councils that have joined the SID schemes. Parish/Town Councils can purchase their own SID with volunteers moving it.

Suffolk Roadsafe
Cutting Casualties

To find out more about our strategy and how you can help visit “speed prevention in communities” section at www.suffolkroadsafe.com

50 active Community Speedwatch schemes at 118 sites.

CSW schemes inform drivers that excessive speed is socially unacceptable while addressing concerns from residents.